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EVICTION

On September 20, 2021, the Government of
Assam (India) launched yet another massive
'eviction drive' to remove illegal settlers from
Dhalpur Village, leaving at least 5000  people
homeless. In a tweet, Assam's Chief Minister
congratulated the District Administration for this
eviction drive, despite several opposition leaders
and activist expressing concerns over a lack of
rehabilitation for those removed. 

On September 23, two civilians were killed in
an act of extrajudicial killing by the Assam
State Police.
Local lawyers soon circulated a video (embedded
top-right) showing a villager with a wooden stick
running towards fully armed policemen. Police
shoots at the practically unarmed man and lynch
him with batons, eventually killing him. A
photographer rushes towards the corpse of the
unarmed civilian violently jumps and hits the
corpse. The photographer is later identified as
Bijoy Bania, whose Instagram account shows that
he not only identifies himself as a proud ethno-
nationalist, but is also employed with the District
Administration and has served on election duty.

Despite the BJP-led Assam government's claim of
"illegal encroachment" of public land, our on-
ground research and surveys show that the
Dhalpur village and surrounding area is
extremely vulnerable to flood-displacement. For
decades, communities occupying river islands in
the region have migrated to inner villages to self-
adapt to frequent floods. The government of
Assam, on the other hand, has consistently
declared flood victims to be "foreigners", and has
thus washed its hands of any responsibility that a
welfare state may have towards its people. 

In this dossier, we provide an informed
background on the multidimensional crisis, and
alert the European Union of the violence that is
to follow. We urge the EU to issue a statement of
strong condemnation and demand justice. 
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Photo from eviction site shared by Assam local. https://bit.ly/3o2xDUo

Video shared by Kavita Krishnan. https://twitter.com/kavita_krishnan/status/1440999800187408388?s=19



Introduction 
Article 5 of the Constitution of India recognises
the application of citizenship based both on
descent and birth on Indian territory. During the
1947 Indian independence and the massive flux
of partition migrants, the Indian government of
the time adopted a wide policy of acceptance
and homecoming for any person wanting to live
on Indian territory. However, in the Eastern part
of India and the international border between
the State of Assam (India) and what is now
Bangladesh, the incoming migrants were
received by the locals with a sense of hostility,
leading to special exceptions being put in place
for citizenship in Assam. These hostilities
between incoming and resident population of
Assam have been fuelled by negative
stereotyping of Bangla-speaking people by Hindu
nationalist parties, and have culminated in
serious statelessness crisis. 
 
In this dossier, we cover the unconstitutional
nature of the National Registry of Citizens (NRC)
in Assam process which has led 1.9 million
people into a de facto statelessness within Indian
territory. We show that displacement and loss of
documents due to natural disasters and the
annual monsoon floods are not accounted for in
the procedure. 
 
Recommendations 
The international community and the European
Union have stayed acquiescent to the complete
absence of due process in Assam and the crisis
of statelessness it creates. The EU therefore
bears a heavy moral and ethical duty to clearly
position itself against human rights violations in
India.  We urge the EU to strongly condemn the
process of statelessness created by the Indian
state in which it requires extra-ordinary proof of
citizenship by people who are affected by annual
flood displacement, poverty and legal illiteracy.
Any investments made in this region by the EU
will necessarily also fund the repressive Hindu-
nationalist agenda, especially because the State
of Assam is geopolitically crucial in the look-east
policy of India. 

We therefore strongly recommend that before
making any investments or relations in the State
of Assam, the EU should insist that every person
presently residing in Assam should be given de
facto Indian citizenship irrespective of their
ability to procure documents.

The National Registry of
Citizenship (NRC) 
India instituted its first registration of citizenship
shortly after its independence in 1951. The
National Registry of Citizenship included every
person found within the territory of India with
the intention to stay in India and acquire Indian
citizenship. From 1951 to 2016, the NRC was not
renewed or re-verified, and in 2016, following the
Union of India versus Sarbanand Sonwal
Judgement Supreme Court judgment, a
campaign to update the NRC was constituted in
only the State of Assam. The rationale for such
was to settle ‘once for all’ the question of
migration and belonging in the State of Assam
which shares an international land-border with
Bangladesh (Baruah, 2009) .

Especially upon the formation of Bangladesh in
1971, India made substantial changes to law as
applicable in Assam, some clearly violating the
Indian Constitution as well as international law.*
For example, in 1985 the Law Commission in the
state arbitrarily decided to delete the name of
people it suspects to be foreigners, and a year
later the state constituted its first “D-voter”
(doubtful voter) list. A name is added to the list
only on grounds that someone has anonymously
alleged another person to be a D-voter. Once on

*The Assam Accord (Union of India, Govt. of Assam, All Assam Student of Union, and All Assam Gana Sangram Parishad), signed August 15,
1985. Those who entered India before midnight of the 31st of December 1965 would be considered Indian citizens, those who had entered
between the 1st of January 1966 and the 24th of March 1971 would have to register themselves as foreigners, and those who had entered
afterwards would be deported. 2



First, as Assam is ravaged by annual floods
(see below), existing documents are regularly
destroyed or lost during displacement. The
list includes documents like electoral rolls up
to 1971.  
Second, the government of Assam has only
historically maintained a continuous voter list
for 49 out of all 126 constituencies.

the list, the alleged D-voter has to prove by way
of tedious documentation and multiple
appearances in far-away Foreigner’s Tribunals
that they are in fact a genuine citizen.  
Importantly, the Foreigner’s (Tribunal) Order of
1964 that establishes the tribunals does not
specify any rules of procedure, and tribunals
thus function based on ad hoc rules and judges’
personal preference. Such lack of procedural
clarity gives rise to extraordinary arbitrariness in
the decision-making by street-level para-judicial
actors. This arbitrariness violates the Rule of Law
principle, especially by derogating from the due
process of law. 
Box 1 provides an exhaustive list of
documentation accepted as proof of citizenship.

  

The following background information is relevant
to understand the unsuitability of the procedure:  

Third, as shown in the following map, the
birth registration process in India is generally
very poor in global comparison, rendering
birth certificates non-viable to prove
citizenship. Especially children of minorities
and other marginalised communities are left
without option to prove their citizenship. 

Therefore, people who have moved to Assam
before 1971 may not find their data in any of the
citizenship records, despite having a legitimate
nationality claim. 

Source: UNICEF

Notably, even if documents are available, minor
discrepancies in spelling have led to documents
being dismissed by Foreigner Tribunals. Finally,
accused individuals are regularly not informed of
the concrete grounds on which their nationality
is doubted.Hence, those accused often do not
know what specifically is required, which is
detrimental given the reversed burden of proof
in the procedure.  
Notably, due to the arbitrariness of the process,
the family of a former President of India, two
officers of the Indian defence forces and several
government employees were among those
excluded due to lack of proper documentation.  

Pressure to detain as many as
possible 
In 2016, the government declared that D-voters
would not be eligible for verification under the
NRC process, leading to an increased sense of
urgency among D-voters to undergo their 
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citizenship determination at a Foreigner’s
Tribunal. However, the simultaneous political
victory of the Hindu-nationalist party of Mr
Narendra Modi in the State of Assam led to the
creation of administrative quotas to dispose
pleas and detain illegal immigrants. Such rush in
the judicial process, coupled with a lack of
infrastructure and trained personnel, left
thousands of D-voters without citizenship and in
detention centres on the basis of absolutely
arbitrary procedures. In 2017, the Chief Minister
of Assam, Sarbananda Sonowal, disclosed that
Foreigner Tribunal members are fired if they do
not fulfil monthly quotas. Bhaskar Jyoti Mahanta,
Assam’s additional Director General of the
Border Police, emphasized: “We are supposed to
be arresting everyone declared a foreigner. The
court has chided us for not making arrests.”
Given that Bangladesh does not recognise D-
voters as Bangladeshi citizens, the Indian
government cannot deport alleged foreigners
without violating international law. Dr. M.
Angamuthu, at the time Commissioner of the
district of Guwahati, speaking to our co-founder
Dr. Manuvie in 2016 confirmed that the State
regularly use push-back methods - unilateral
deportation - which has been declared to be
ultra-vires.  
The general sense amongst people of Assam was
that the publication of the NRC would bring
certainty to the ongoing crisis of citizenship that
had been characterized by judicial travesties, as
well as violence, riots and acts of genocide like
the ‘Nillie Massacre’ of 1989. However, as
discussed below, the NRC did not bring such
certainty.  

Statelessness in Assam 
On August 31, 2019, the final National Register of
Citizenship in the Assam State of India was
published. It excluded 1,906,657 individuals - this
constitutes over 6% of the total estimated
population. Our ground research in the State of
Assam, along with corroborating evidence
provided by several human rights bodies and
academic institutions, shows that the process of
NRC and deletion of 1.9 million people from the
citizenship register is blatantly arbitrary in nature, 
and therefore undercuts India’s constitutional

 and international legal obligations. The resulting
mass statelessness has already been highlighted
by several UN Special Rapporteurs, but despite
an alarmingly large amount of now stateless
persons, State parties to UN Conventions have
not shown any serious concern for the human
rights violations in Assam. 

By not appropriately responding to the situation
in Assam, the European Union is undercutting its
human rights obligations under core human
rights treaties including the UDHR, ICCPR,
ICESCR, CRC, CERD, ICRMW and CRPD, which all
assert the core idea of non-discrimination based
on religion and descent.

Climate Displacement in Assam 
Millions of people in India are regularly displaced
during the annual flood cycles. These flood-
cycles have intensified in the state of Assam,
making it the area in India with the largest
climate displacement. A grid-level vulnerability
assessment in Assam highlighted that every
district of Assam shows a ‘high’ to ‘very high’
vulnerability to climate change: 
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Due to flood displacement and coping strategies
for climate vulnerabilities, the state also exhibits
a large rate of internal migration: Our ground
research shows that those migrating in the State
from one area to another often end up being
listed as D-voters due to a lack of social capital in
receiving villages, and inhabitants of river islands
and river banks regularly find themselves listed
as D-voters if they move from their drowning or
submerged islands to higher grounds. Therefore,
a high concentration of D-voters is seen in
regions neighbouring higher vulnerability. For
example, in the map below the regions around
Tejpur show a high concentration of D-voters.
Our research from the ground confirmed that
these regions has lost 67 entire villages to flood
erosion since 1980. The recent episode of
eviction and killing also relates to this region. 

Notably, previous national governments have
attempted to address Assam's extraordinarily
high disaster-induced displacement rate through
initial grid-level vulnerability assessments.
However, the current central government has
clearly departed from this, and current politicians
in Assam strongly associate the term migration
with alleged ‘illegal Bangladeshi’ migration – and
not climate migration. From interviews with
street-level government officials, serving in the
front-lines of citizenship identification and
overseeing NRC kiosks in 2016, it emerged that
there is a strong belief that anyone who is unable
to cope with the flooding is not an Assamese, as
local communities are allegedly well adapted to
living with the floods.

Detentions 
As of the publication of the NRC in 2019, there
were at least 6 detention centers functional in
Assam, and more being built. Importantly, the
detention centres are located within District Jails in
violation of international human rights law. There is
no authoritative figure available on the amount of
people detained in these centers, and estimates
range from 181 (Assam State Government, 2021)
to 2000 (National Human Rights Commission of
India, 2017).
After its visit to Assam's detention centres in
January 2018, India's National Human Rights
Commission reported that men, women and boys
above six years were separated from the members
of their families. Notably, there have been nearly
100 deaths in these centers since 2008, including
suicides by detainees, with 29 deaths within three
years alone.
 A total of ten detention centres dedicated solely
for ‘illegal immigrants’ are in planning. The first
detention centre is already under construction in
Matia, Goalpara district, around 150 km from the
capital Guwahati. The detention center covers
approximately 28,000 square meters (about the
size of seven football grounds), and blueprints
show that it will detain 3000 people.

Image: Foreigners’ Detention Centre Construction Site in Goalpara.
Source: National Herald India
. 

Notably, even after the order to build the detention
centre was given, the Union Home Ministry in
February 2020 denied in parliament that the center
was being constructed. However, Assam’s Home
and Political Department later conceded that it was
indeed building a detention centre – but used the
euphemism “transit camp”. The transit camp has
separated women's and men's wards, 
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which shows that families will be separated, just
as they are in the current makeshift detention
centres.
As stated above, while India claims that these
individuals are Bangladeshi and will be deported,
Bangladeshi does not accept them. According to
a reply by the Home Ministry in Lok Sabha by the
Ministry of Home Affairs on December 10, 2019,
only four “declared foreigners” had been
deported to Bangladesh so far. Detainees are
therefore in a perpetual limbo – rather than
transiting towards their ‘real’ home. 

Nation-wide NRC 
On 19 November 2019, India's Home Minister
Amit Shah declared in the upper house of the
Indian parliament that the National Register of
Citizens (NRC) would be implemented
throughout the country:  
“I assure you NRC will be implemented across the
country and all infiltrators identified and expelled
before 2024 polls.”
In fact, the Home Ministry has indicated that the
nation-wide NRC process will be a door-to-door
exercise wherein a street-level bureaucrat will
make a value judgement on the status of a
person as a legitimate or doubtful citizen. Soon
after, in December 2019, Shah introduced the
Citizenship (Amendment) Act (CAA) 2019, which
grants Indian citizenship to religiously
persecuted non-Muslim minority communities
who migrated to the country before 2015 from
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan. Critics of
the CAA express concerns that the bill would be
used, along with the National Register of Citizens
(NRC), to render many Muslim citizens stateless,
as they may be unable to meet stringent birth or
identity proof requirements. 

Hate Speech and Dehumanization
of Minorities in Assam  
“Public discourse is being weaponized for  political
gain with incendiary rhetoric that  stigmatizes and
dehumanizes minorities, migrants, refugees, women
and any so-called “other”.” 
- António Guterres, United Nations Secretary-
General. May 2019 
In Assam, hate-speech, xenophobia and the
othering of the Bengali speaking communities by
nationalist actors has been a norm. However, the 

victory of Bhartiya Janta Party (BJP) in the State
elections in 2016 and afterwards has spurred
xenophobia. Below we highlight some of the
speech-acts by the Bhartiya Janta Party leaders in
the state.  India's Home Minister Amit Shah has
repeatedly referred to immigrants as “infiltrators”
and “termites”. An example of the latter occurred
at an election rally in Delhi in September 2018
where Amit Shah said: “Illegal immigrants are like
termites and they are eating the food that should go
to our poor and they are taking our jobs. […] They
carry out blasts [bombings] in our country and so
many of our people die.”
Himanta Biswas Samra, the current Chief
Minister of Assam State leading the BJP-led
government, has expressed his othering of
Muslims in several ways, for example in this
speech in February 2021: “When we speak of
Muslims in Assam, there are two types – one is the
indigenous Assamese Muslims, who usually vote for
the BJP and, even if they don’t vote for us, they are
associated with our culture and heritage… whereas
the other category is of those who do not even have
their names properly in the NRC as of now”.
Other than the dehumanizing language used by
Parliamentarians in top positions, hate-speech
and xenophobia is constantly expressed against
Assamese Muslims through social media
platforms like Facebook, as highlighted in the
report by our partner organization Avaaz.

In January 2020, the street-level bureaucracy in
India dismantled and bulldozed a whole colony
of ‘settlers’ who they believed to be ‘outsiders
from Bangladesh’, it was later found that they
were daily-wage workers with confirmed Indian
citizenship who had migrated from another state
of India.
Overall, because Muslims are omitted from
the CAA, many Muslims fear they may be
rendered stateless by the upcoming nation-
wide National Registry of Citizens. However,
protests against the CAA were brutally
repressed by Hindu-nationalist actors –
state and non-state alike – resulting in the
“Delhi riots” of February 2020 in which 53
people died. In May 2020, the UN Under-
Secretary General’s office issued a Genocide
Warning to India in regard to its responses
to protests against the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act.
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Assam Eviction Drive Attacker:
https://www.newslaundry.com/2021/09/23/a
ssam-eviction-violence-videos-purportedly-
show-district-administrations-photographer-
assaulting-body
It Took A Village To Rescue This Woman From
Detention: https://www.article-
14.com/post/it-took-a-village-to-rescue-this-
woman-from-detention 
After Lockdown, The Dread Of Floods in
Assam Karwan e Mohabbat:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=o2ODzJ2TloQ&t=53s 
Communication by UN Special Rapporteurs
on Assam NRC, 27 May 2019:
https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/TMResults
Base/DownLoadPublicCommunicationFile?
gId=24614 
Avaaz response to NRC process:
https://secure.avaaz.org/campaign/en/nrc_re
sponse/  
Avaaz report on Hate speech on Social media
during Assam NRC process:
https://avaazpress.s3.amazonaws.com/FINAL
-
Facebook%20in%20Assam_Megaphone%20f
or%20hate%20-%20Compressed%20(1).pdf
After Lockdown, The Dread Of Floods |
Shahida Khatoon, Char Islands, Assam |
Karwan e Mohabbat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=o2ODzJ2TloQ&t=53s 
  WHO KILLED ZABEDA'S BABY? | Citizenship
Distress in Assam
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yGE6hpd4X-U&t=133s  

Further Resources 
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